To plan a serial order behavior, we hold serial sensory information in our minds and convert it to a movement program. We trained monkeys to memorize a sequence of positional cues and to reproduce it by making saccades in either the original or reverse order. The order was determined in the middle of a trial on the basis of an instruction stimulus. Triggered by the instruction stimulus, single neurons in the dorsal premotor cortex became transiently active only when the order needed to be determined. These transient neurons, together with nearby sustained neurons that hold information on cue or movement sequences, appear to mediate the generation of a motor program from the maintained information.
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Complex behavior is composed of serial movements. To plan serial movements, serial sensory information is often transiently stored in working memory and converted to a movement program with the help of visual stimuli (1, 2) . Motor planning is carried out in motor-related areas that include the dorsal premotor cortex (PMd) (3) . The PMd plays a role in the performance of conditional motor tasks in which subjects select a movement based on a visual stimulus (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) . Furthermore, human imaging studies (11) (12) (13) and neurophysiological studies in primates (14) (15) (16) (17) suggest that working memory is implemented in areas that include the prefrontal and dorsal premotor cortices. Therefore, we hypothesized that information within working memory is converted to a movement program in the PMd. To investigate the neuronal mechanisms of such a conversion, we developed a paradigm in which the necessity and timing of conversion are controlled by a visual instruction stimulus presented in the middle of a trial.
Two monkeys (Macaca fuscata) were trained to perform a sequence-selection task (Fig. 1, A and B) (18) . In each trial, two positional cues were successively presented, and the monkeys were required to memorize the location and sequence of positional cues. After a delay, an instruction cue was presented at the center of the screen, and the monkeys were required to make saccades to the locations of the memorized positional cues in either the presented order (forward) or the reverse order (backward) as signaled by the instruction cue. Four objects (a green square and a white circle for the forward condition and a red square and a white triangle for the backward condition) (Fig. 1A, inset) served as instruction cues. Sixteen sequences of positional cues and four objects allowed us to dissociate neuronal activities related to the different processes of complex behavior and to test the selectivity of the elicited neuronal activity with respect to the physical properties of the instruction cues (color or shape), the condition of the sequential saccades (forward or backward), the presented cue sequence, and the forthcoming response sequence. There were four delay periods in this task ( Fig. 1B) : two cue-delay periods (C1 and C2) and two presaccade-delay periods (PS1 and PS2).
We recorded the activity of 257 single neurons in the rostral part of the PMd (the PMdr) (Fig. 1, C and D) (18) while the monkeys were performing the task. We found that 130 of the 257 neurons exhibited a sustained activity during delay periods ("sustained neurons," multiple linear regression analysis, P Ͻ 0.01) (18) . Fig. 2A shows the responses of a single PMdr neuron that exhibited sustained activity during both the cue-and presaccade-delay periods. Rastergrams and spike density functions (SDFs) for trials in which the first positional cue appeared on the right and the second cue on the left ("right and left" trials) were aligned with the onset of the first cue. This neuron exhibited a strong, sustained activity after the presentation of the second positional cue in all trials. After the presentation of the instruction cue, however, the activity differed depending on whether a forward or backward condition had been signaled, even though the cue sequences were the same in all trials. Under the forward condition ( Fig. 2A , dark and light green lines), the neuronal activity declined immediately after the instruction cue was presented and remained low throughout the PS1 delay. Under the backward condition ( Fig The C1-and C2-delay activities were selective for the presented cue sequences, whereas PS1-and PS2-delay activities were selective for upcoming response sequences. and light red lines), by contrast, a strong activity was maintained throughout the PS1 delay. During the PS2 delay, the respective activities under the forward and backward conditions were reversed. A comparison of neuronal activities in response to the different instruction cues confirmed that the visual properties of instruction cues had no effect on the activities in these trials (activity between the dark and light green lines or activity between the dark and light red lines).
The mean firing rates for all 16 positional sequences during each delay period are depicted in Fig. 2B . This neuron exhibited a strong, sustained discharge during the C2-delay period when either cue 1 or cue 2 was presented on the left. During both the PS1-and PS2-delay periods, a strong discharge always preceded the monkey's saccade to the left target, suggesting that the activity was selective for an upcoming response sequence. This selectivity was equally apparent under both the forward and backward conditions; i.e., the pattern of activity based on the response sequences was unaffected by the conditions of the trials. Regression analysis showed that the C1-and C2-delay activities of this neuron were selective for cue sequence (P Ͻ 0.0001), and that the PS1-and PS2-delay activities of this neuron were response-sequence-selective (P Ͻ 0.0001) but neither cuesequence-nor instruction-selective (P Ͼ 0.1).
Out of 130 sustained neurons, 108 exhibited cue-sequence-selective activity during cue delays (P Ͻ 0.01). In addition, 88 of the 130 neurons exhibited a sustained activity during presaccade delays, and most of the presaccade-delay activities were responsesequence-selective but neither cue-sequencenor instruction-selective (81 out of 88 were response-sequence-selective, P Ͻ 0.01) (tables S1 and S2). Sixty-six of the 130 sustained neurons also exhibited sustained activity during both cue and presaccade delays. This means that, for the most part, the activity of sustained neurons dynamically changed from cuesequence-selective to response-sequenceselective after the presentation of the instruction cue (5, 19, 20) .
We also found PMdr neurons that exhibited activity after the presentation of the instruction cue, that is, when the sustained activity was converted from cue-sequence-selective to response-sequence-selective. Fig. 3A shows the activity of a typical PMdr neuron. In this neuron, the forward instruction during "left and down" trials (upper panel) elicited instruction activity (dark and light green lines), but the backward instruction cue did not (dark and light red lines). Conversely, during the "down and left" trials (lower panel), the backward instruction cue elicited activity (dark and light red lines), but the forward instruction cue did not (dark and light green lines). To better understand what these instruction activities represent, we sorted the mean firing rates of this neuron on the basis of cue and response sequences (Fig. 3B) . A comparison of the activities between the forward and backward conditions showed that the activity was more selective for response sequences than for cue sequences. We confirmed this by calculating the partial correlation coefficients for the activities between the forward and backward conditions (r ϭ -0.396 for cue-sequence-sorted, and r ϭ 0.693 for response-sequence-sorted) (18) . Regression analysis showed that the activities were selective for the response sequence (P Ͻ 0.0001), regardless of the trial condition or the physical properties of instruction cues (P Ͼ 0.06).
Seventy neurons exhibited an instruction activity, and they could be divided into two classes: 26 transient neurons that exhibited an instruction activity but not a PS1-delay activity, and 44 "lasting neurons" that exhibited both instruction and sustained PS1-delay activities (Fig. 3C) (18) . When sorted by the cue sequence, the partial correlation coefficients of the activities between the forward and backward conditions were distributed around approximately 0 (Fig. 3D , upper panels) in both transient (blue bars) and lasting (gray bars) neurons. When sorted by the response sequence, the partial correlation coefficients were distributed above zero (lower panels). Thus, the overall activities of both neuron types highly correlated with the response sequence (Wilcoxon-signed rank test of the difference in partial correlation coefficients between cue-sequencesorted and response-sequence-sorted, P Ͻ 0.001). Using regression analysis, we confirmed that most of the instruction activities (20 out of 26 for transient neurons, and 33 out of 44 for lasting neurons) were response-sequenceselective, but neither cue-sequence-nor instruction-selective (P Ͻ 0.01) (table S3). The transient neurons ceased to discharge long before the saccade, indicating that their activity was not directly coupled to saccade execution (Fig. 3C) .
One notable property of the instruction activity was that it was absent when the rearrangement of the maintained positional sequence was not required. We divided the trials into two types: repeated and nonrepeated. In the repeated trials (Fig. 4A , diagonal blue-bordered panels), the two positional cues were presented at the same position; consequently, the response sequences under the forward and backward conditions were identical and were determined without reference to the instruction cues. The neuron in Fig. 4A did not fire in repeated trials. We compared the mean firing rates of the instruction activities of transient and lasting neurons between the repeated and nonrepeated trials at the population level (Fig. 4B) . For each neuron, we sorted response sequences on the basis of the mean firing rates of their activities. The firing rates were ranked close to the minimum in repeated trials, significantly lower than those in the nonrepeated trials (Wil- In repeated trials (diagonal blue-bordered panels), two positional cues were presented at the same position, enabling the subject to select the upcoming response sequence without using the instruction cue. Only the data from monkey A were used for the analysis, because monkey U could not learn repeated trials. (B) Population data on instruction activity. For each neuron, response sequences were sorted based on their mean firing rates. Instruction activity rates were significantly lower in repeated trials than in nonrepeated trials (Wilcoxon signed rank test, P Ͻ 0.0001). (C) Population data on PS1-delay activity. There were no significant differences in activity between repeated trials and nonrepeated trials (Wilcoxon signed rank test, P Ͼ 0.05).
coxon signed rank, P Ͻ 0.0001) (Fig. 4B) . When comparing the mean firing rates of the sustained PS1-delay activities between the repeated and nonrepeated trials, we found no significant differences (Fig. 4C) .
We found sustained activities that represented both the sensory-derived and saccade-related information and an instruction activity that represented upcoming saccade-related information. Although both the instruction activity and PS1-delay activity represented forthcoming response sequences, only the instruction activity was absent when the response sequences under the forward and backward conditions were identical. Only the instruction activity was affected by the cognitive demand to arrange the maintained positional sequence to a motor plan. We thus suggest that the instruction activity mediates the conversion, whereas the C2-delay activity maintains information that is derived from the presented stimuli and the PS1-delay activity is comparable with the set activity reported previously (3, 5, 19, 20) . It has been suggested that the execution of eye movements might activate neurons in the eye-movementrelated areas, including the frontal eye field and the supplementary eye field, and that the maintenance of visual information is implemented by areas including the prefrontal cortex (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (21) (22) (23) (24) (supporting online text). The PMdr is interconnected with the prefrontal and parietal cortices (25, 26) , which show sustained activity during working memory tasks (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (22) (23) (24) , as was also demonstrated by the C2-delay activity in our PMdr neurons. Furthermore, PMd has been shown to be involved in the selection of movements based on information derived from a presented sensory stimulus in primate lesion studies (3, 4, 9) (supporting online text). Moreover, in human functional magnetic resonance imaging studies, activation in an area homologous to monkey PMdr was observed in subjects who performed not only conditional motor tasks but also working memory or motor imagery tasks (3, 6, 11-13, 27, 28) (supporting online text). Therefore, our findings suggest that the dorsal premotor cortex mediates the conversion of information in working memory to a motor plan in the performance of a complex behavior. 
